The complete sequence of four major structural proteins of African horse sickness virus serotype 6: evolutionary relationships within and between the orbiviruses.
The amino acid sequences of four major capsid proteins of African horse sickness virus (serotype 6, AHSV-6) have been determined from analyses of cDNA clones representing the L2, L3, M6 and S7 RNA segments. The AHSV-6 L3 RNA segment has an open reading frame of 2715 base pairs and encodes the inner capsid protein VP3 which comprises 905 amino acids. The VP3 layer forms the subcore of the virion and is surrounded by the VP7 protein which is encoded by the S7 gene. The AHSV-6 S7 gene was found to be 1047 nucleotides in length with a coding capacity for the VP7 protein of 349 amino acids. These core proteins are encapsulated by the outer capsid proteins VP5 and VP2 which are encoded by the M6 and L2 genes respectively. The M6 gene of AHSV-6 was determined to be 1564 nucleotides in length and encoded a protein product of 504 amino acids while the L2 gene comprised 3203 nucleotides which encoded a predicted protein product of 1051 amino acids. Comparison of these four sequences with the core protein sequences of other serotypes of African horse sickness virus, Bluetongue virus which infects sheep, and Epizootic haemorrhagic disease virus of deer, demonstrated that despite the pathobiological properties and host range of these distinct orbiviruses, extreme conservation is evident within the capsid genes. Sequence analyses also suggested that the similarity levels between serogroups depict the structure and function of the individual capsid proteins. The data indicated that the evolution of the capsid genes of gnat transmitted orbiviruses is strongly influenced by functional and structural constraints.